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a b s t r a c t
We investigate the sensitivity of the circulation and thermal structure of the martian atmosphere to
numerical model resolution in a general circulation model (GCM) using the martian implementation
(MarsWRF) of the planetWRF atmospheric model. We provide a description of the MarsWRF GCM and
use it to study the global atmosphere at horizontal resolutions from 7.5°  9° to 0.5°  0.5°, encompassing the range from standard Mars GCMs to global mesoscale modeling. We ﬁnd that while most of the
gross-scale features of the circulation (the rough location of jets, the qualitative thermal structure, and
the major large-scale features of the surface level winds) are insensitive to horizontal resolution over this
range, several major features of the circulation are sensitive in detail. The northern winter polar circulation shows the greatest sensitivity, showing a continuous transition from a smooth polar winter jet at low
resolution, to a distinct vertically ‘‘split’’ jet as resolution increases. The separation of the lower and middle atmosphere polar jet occurs at roughly 10 Pa, with the split jet structure developing in concert with
the intensiﬁcation of meridional jets at roughly 10 Pa and above 0.1 Pa. These meridional jets appear to
represent the separation of lower and middle atmosphere mean overturning circulations (with the former being consistent with the usual concept of the ‘‘Hadley cell’’). Further, the transition in polar jet
structure is more sensitive to changes in zonal than meridional horizontal resolution, suggesting that representation of small-scale wave-mean ﬂow interactions is more important than ﬁne-scale representation
of the meridional thermal gradient across the polar front. Increasing the horizontal resolution improves
the match between the modeled thermal structure and the Mars Climate Sounder retrievals for northern
winter high latitudes. While increased horizontal resolution also improves the simulation of the northern
high latitudes at equinox, even the lowest model resolution considered here appears to do a good job for
the southern winter and southern equinoctial pole (although in detail some discrepancies remain). These
results suggest that studies of the northern winter jet (e.g., transient waves and cyclogenesis) will be
more sensitive to global model resolution that those of the south (e.g., the conﬁning dynamics of the
southern polar vortex relevant to studies of argon transport). For surface winds, the major effect of
increased horizontal resolution is in the superposition of circulations forced by local-scale topography
upon the large-scale surface wind patterns. While passive predictions of dust lifting are generally insensitive to model horizontal resolution when no lifting threshold is considered, increasing the stress threshold produces signiﬁcantly more lifting in higher resolution simulations with the generation of ﬁner-scale,
higher-stress winds due primarily to better-resolved topography. Considering the positive feedbacks
expected for radiatively active dust lifting, we expect this bias to increase when such feedbacks are
permitted.
Ó 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Global scale modeling of the martian atmospheric circulation
began almost half a century ago with the earliest forms of general
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circulation models (GCMs) (Leovy and Mintz, 1969). From the
outset, the horizontal resolution of the models has been determined by the goal of simulating steady and transient motions
thought to be of dominant importance to the general circulation,
with the radius of deformation in mid-latitudes guiding the choice
of this minimum resolution. Since the 1960s, the resolution of
published model results has remained within the range of 5–7.5°
in latitude and 5–9° in longitude, corresponding to about
300–550 km spacing of grid points at the equator. As computing
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power has increased, the models have instead tended to see greater extent and resolution in the vertical (from about 50 km to over
80 km in vertical extent, with layer numbers increasing from 2 to
over 40) and dramatic increases in the complexity and duration
of simulations (from the seasonal simulations of Pollack et al.
(1990) and Haberle et al. (1993) to current multi-decadal
simulations).
Synoptic-scale Mars GCM simulations perform reasonably well
when compared to large-scale spacecraft observations and lander
surface pressure observations, hence the persistence of this resolution choice. However, as computational power now makes higher
resolution global simulations possible, although increasingly
resource demanding, it is worth contemplating the potential differences between global synoptic (hundreds of kilometers horizontal
resolution) and global mesoscale (tens of kilometers horizontal
resolution) simulations of the martian atmosphere. Indeed, a
number of areas of martian atmospheric and climate dynamics
may be rather sensitive to scale of resolution. For example, initial
dust lifting events tend to be on the microscale and mesoscale
and hence signiﬁcant questions remain about how well a synoptic
scale model can really do in regard to capturing dust storm origins
and variability. Other questions focus on the degree to which
mesoscale circulations associated with enormous topographic
features like Olympus Mons and the Hellas Basin rims contribute
directly and signiﬁcantly to the global scale circulation or global
transport of water and dust (Rafkin et al., 2002; Michaels et al.,
2006).
In this study, we use the martian version (MarsWRF) of the
planetary Weather Research and Forecasting (planetWRF) model
(www.planetwrf.com) to examine the impact of resolution choice
on the representation of the general circulation, the polar vortex,
atmospheric waves, and the nature of near surface winds and wind
stresses of signiﬁcance for dust lifting. This paper is divided into
several parts. In Section 2, we provide an introduction and discussion of MarsWRF and its use as a GCM. In Section 3, we present a
suite of simulations with the MarsWRF GCM at a range of resolutions differing by up to an order of magnitude and describe their
zonal mean characteristics. In Section 4, we discuss the changes
in atmospheric waves represented by the model as resolution is
changed. In Section 5, we proceed to examine how resolution variations affect surface wind distributions and wind stresses with a
view to assessing the likely impact of resolution on predicted dust
lifting. Finally in Section 6 we provide a summary.

2. Model description
The MarsWRF GCM is the Mars-speciﬁc, global implementation
of the planetWRF model (Richardson et al., 2007), based on the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) terrestrial
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Skamarock and
Klemp, 2008), which was created as a replacement for the nowobsolete NCAR MM5 mesoscale model. WRF was designed to be
cross-platform compatible and to operate on modern massively
parallel (shared and non-shared memory) supercomputers. Richardson et al. (2007) described modiﬁcations to WRF to enable
global and planetary usage, and presented initial simulations. The
globalization of WRF undertaken in the development of planetWRF
has now been adopted and improved by NCAR and is now available
as a part of the public WRF release (www.wrf-model.org). The
planetary modiﬁcations, with full physical parameterizations included for the speciﬁc example case of Mars, are available at
www.planetwrf.com.
For this study, the MarsWRF GCM has been set up largely as
described by Richardson et al. (2007). Radiative heating rates are
provided by wide band representations of CO2 gas and dust in
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the visible and infrared (IR) as described in Richardson et al.
(2007), and referred to as the WBM (‘‘wide band model’’) radiative
transfer option in MarsWRF. Within this radiative scheme, thermal
IR heating and cooling associated with CO2 is treated following
Hourdin (1992) and with dust following Haberle et al. (1982).
Overlap of absorption and emission within the 15 lm band
between dust and CO2 is ignored. In the solar band, the scheme
considers heating due to CO2 (following Forget et al., 1999) and
dust (following Briegleb, 1992). Dust opacity in the atmosphere
for both the thermal infrared and solar bands is prescribed following an updated version of the Mars Climate Database spatial and
temporal distribution (Lewis et al., 1999; Montmessin et al.,
2004). Simulations in this work use the ‘MGS’ dust scenario from
the Mars Climate Database (Montmessin et al., 2004). Spatially
variable surface properties (topographic height, surface roughness,
albedo, thermal inertia, and emissivity) come from Mars Orbiter
Laser Altimeter and Thermal Emission Spectrometer observations
(Smith and Zuber, 1996; Garvin et al., 1999; Christensen et al.,
2001; Putzig and Mellon, 2007). Surface maps of topography,
roughness length, albedo, and thermal inertia sampled at three different model resolutions used in this paper are shown in Fig. 1. A
CO2 cycle is implemented using a simpliﬁed scheme in which
atmospheric CO2 condensation is always deposited directly on
the surface (i.e., no CO2 ice clouds are allowed to form). The temperature of the surface is calculated using a multi-level implicit
heat conduction model that captures both the diurnal and seasonal
waves. Energy balance at the surface considers heating from the
radiative transfer model described above, subsurface heat conduction, latent heat associated with CO2 phase change, and sensible
heat exchange with the atmosphere. The sensible heat exchange
occurs in the surface layer that is part of the model’s planetary
boundary layer (PBL) parameterization scheme, and the simulations presented here use the ‘‘YSU’’ PBL model option (Troen and
Mahrt, 1986; Hong and Pan, 1996; Noh et al., 2004; Hong et al.,
2006).
The MarsWRF GCM has already been validated against atmospheric temperature data and compared against other global models (Richardson et al., 2007; Mischna and Wilson, 2008). On the
basis of these comparisons, the MarsWRF GCM performs similarly
to other current Mars models. Guo et al. (2009) undertook a detailed study of the MarsWRF GCM CO2 cycle and lander surface
pressure records and showed that with an appropriate choice of
the polar ice properties, the Viking Lander annual pressure cycles
could be ﬁt to within instrument error. Lee et al. (2009) used the
MarsWRF GCM to simulate tidal signatures in the zonal mean
day-side and night-side temperature retrievals from the Mars
Climate Sounder (MCS), extending the validation of the model with
data to roughly 80 km. Most recently, the MarsWRF GCM has been
used within and to provide a demonstration of a data assimilation
system (Lee et al., 2011) based on the NCAR Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART) (Anderson et al., 2009). The data assimilation results also suggest that the MarsWRF GCM can adequately
simulate the martian climate, though with errors mostly associated with the evolution of the seasonal ice caps and the distribution of atmospheric aerosols.
At mid- and high-latitudes, like most grid-point GCMs, the
MarsWRF GCM attempts to maintain a timestep based on the
equatorial grid spacing by including a zonal ﬁlter (of Fourier transform wavenumber modes) that aims to compensate for the
decreasing zonal grid spacing with latitude. Equatorward of 45°
latitude there is no ﬁltering. Between 45° and 60° the ﬁlter preferentially damps zonal modes whose wavelength is shorter than
twice the equivalent zonal grid spacing at the equator (Takacs
and Balgovind, 1983). This ﬁlter damps these shorter wavelength
modes but does not eliminate them. Poleward of 85°, if the given
model resolution includes any points at these latitudes, a hard
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Fig. 1. Surface ﬁelds used as lower boundary conditions for the MarsWRF simulations in this study showing the effect of resolution. From left to right, the columns show: (a) surface
topography and roughness length; (b) albedo and thermal inertia. The colorbar references for each ﬁeld are to the right of each column. Rows in every column represent three different
resolutions discussed in this paper: from top to bottom, standard resolution (SR, 5°  5°), high resolution (HR, 2°  2°), and global mesoscale (GM, ½°  ½°). These cases are listed in Table 2
and further described and deﬁned in Section 3 of the text. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 1. (continued)
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Table 1
Eta values for the MarsWRF GCM vertical layer centers used in this study. Here,
Eta = (P  Ptop)/(Psurf  Ptop), where P is the layer center (hydrostatic equilibrium)
pressure, Psurf is the local surface pressure, and Ptop is a ﬁxed model top pressure
(Laprise, 1992). In these simulations Ptop  5 mPa. The layer locations are based on the
40-layer model of Wilson and Hamilton (1996).
Layer number

Eta value

Layer number

Eta value

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0.9906
0.9604
0.9106
0.8463
0.7721
0.6926
0.6113
0.5312
0.4546
0.3832
0.3181
0.2599
0.2092
0.1664
0.1314
0.1031
0.08025
0.06207
0.04772
0.03655

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

0.02791
0.02125
0.01613
0.01220
0.009194
0.006899
0.005152
0.003827
0.002824
0.002070
0.001504
0.001081
7.646  104
5.280  104
3.526  104
2.251  104
1.348  104
7.303  104
3.377  104
9.557  104

cutoff that completely eliminates these short wavelength modes is
applied. Between 60° and 85°, the two ﬁlter modes are blended
with a weighting that is linear in latitude. In both cases, the ﬁlter
reference wavenumber scales as resolution is changed (i.e., so as
to admit higher wavenumber waves as the resolution is increased).
The simulations described in the remainder of this paper were
all performed using a 40-level vertical grid based on that used in
the GFDL Mars GCM (Wilson and Hamilton, 1996). The vertical
eta levels are equivalent to the more common sigma levels under
the hydrostatic equilibrium assumption, as is typical for GCMs
(Laprise, 1992). The eta levels used in these simulations are shown
in Table 1.

3. Effects of resolution on the simulation of the global
atmosphere
In order to assess the effect of resolution on the global circulation, we have undertaken four identical simulations with MarsWRF
where only the horizontal grid spacing is changed (see also Table 2): (a) 7.5°  9° latitude by longitude (low resolution case,
‘‘LR’’), (b) 5°  5° (standard resolution case, ‘‘SR’’), (c) 2°  2° (high
resolution case, ‘‘HR’’) and ﬁnally (d) 0.5°  0.5° (global mesoscale
resolution case, ‘‘GM’’). The ﬁrst three simulations (LR, SR, HR)
were carried out for three years, with the last year being included
in this study. The ﬁnal simulation (GM) was too large to productively run for an entire year, and so was only integrated for 100
martian days, starting just before southern summer solstice (at a
solar longitude, Ls, of roughly 260°) from an initial condition that
was interpolated from the steady state HR case at that season. This

season was chosen as it exhibited the greatest variation in behavior
as resolution was increased in the lower resolution cases. The surface forcing ﬁelds were also adjusted for the resolution in each of
these cases, and maps of the topography, surface roughness length,
albedo, and thermal inertia are shown for the SR, HR, and GM cases
in Fig. 1. Throughout this paper, we have used the standard terrestrial deﬁnitions of season and the standard martian deﬁnition of
solar longitude. Thus, northern spring is assumed to begin at
northern spring equinox (Ls = 0°) and proceed to the northern summer solstice (Ls = 90°). Consequently, seasonal phrases like ‘‘early
northern spring’’ should be taken to mean Ls  0–30°, and ‘‘late
northern spring’’ to mean Ls  60–90°.
3.1. Zonal mean cross sections
The zonal mean temperatures and zonal winds for northern
autumnal equinox and both solstices are shown in Fig. 2. Overall,
each case displays the same large-scale features. For southern
summer solstice (Ls = 270°), the simulations all show a strong polar
front in the northern mid-and-high latitudes that tilts poleward
with altitude, a temperature maximum that is near the surface in
the southern mid-to-high latitudes, and a tropical temperature
minimum at the top of the model. This is as we would expect given
that the lower resolution models are able to capture the broad features seen in zonal temperature cross sections from Mariner 9
Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer (IRIS), Mars Global Surveyor
(MGS) Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES), and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) Mars Climate Sounder (MCS).
In detail, however, Fig. 2 shows signiﬁcant trends in structure
from lowest to highest resolution cases. The impact of resolution
changes is different for the three seasons shown.
3.1.1. Northern winter solstice (Ls = 270–300°)
From the surface to about 150 Pa (roughly 15 km) the circulation appears similar across all resolution cases. However, above
this level to the top of the model there is a distinct change in the
structure that is ampliﬁed as horizontal resolution is increased.
In the LR case, the northward meridional ﬂow increases nearly uniformly with height above about 50 Pa (about 25 km). The edge of
the polar front and equivalently the polar vortex tilts poleward
smoothly with height.
As the resolution is increased to the SR case, the meridional circulation above 50 Pa splits into two distinct poleward ﬂows, one
peaking around 5–10 Pa and the other above 0.1 Pa. These mean
meridional ﬂows are coincident with a tightening of the polar
front/vortex at these levels, producing a distinct poleward ‘‘pinch’’
of the polar vortex at about 20 Pa and an equatorward expansion at
about 0.2 Pa. In general, the temperature maximum, representing
the adiabatic heating in the downwelling within the polar vortex
wall has become even better deﬁned in the SR versus the LR run.
In the HR case, the twin meridional jets above 50 Pa become
better deﬁned even than in the SR case, with the upper troposphere
meridional jet concentrated near 10 Pa. The poleward tightening of
the vortex at this level also becomes slightly more apparent. Above
this, the equatorward expansion of the westerlies between the

Table 2
List of MarsWRF GCM simulations used in this study, along with the model grid spacing, the simulation name and ‘‘nickname,’’ and comments.
Simulation name (and ‘‘nickname’’)

Meridional spacing (°)

Zonal spacing (°)

Comment

Low Resolution (LR)
Standard Resolution (SR)
High Resolution (HR)
Global Mesoscale (GM)
High Meridional Resolution Test (HRM)
High Zonal Resolution Test (HRZ)

7.5
5
2
0.5
2
5

9
5
2
0.5
5
2

Leovy and Mintz (1969), Pollack et al. (1990) and Haberle et al. (1993)
Roughly typical for most current GCMs
Maximum of 30 km grid spacing
High meridional and standard zonal resolution
High zonal and standard meridional resolution
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Fig. 2. Time average zonal mean temperatures (color), zonal winds (contours) and meridional circulation (arrows) for northern summer solstice, northern autumnal equinox,
and northern winter solstice (columns, left to right) and for the low resolution (LR), standard resolution (SR), high resolution (HR), and global mesoscale (GM) simulations
(rows, top to bottom). The time averaging is over 30° of Ls centered on Ls = 90°, 180°, and 270°, respectively from left to right. Note that the GM case is only shown for northern
winter. Case resolutions are as deﬁned in the text and in Table 2. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

meridional jets becomes much more dramatic. The tongue of warm
temperatures that forms the polar front/vortex wall is also further
concentrated in latitude. These changes between the HR and SR
cases all represent further developments of the same changes that
were seen between the SR and LR case. Another feature that could
arguably be noticed in the comparison of SR and LR runs, but becomes very apparent in the HR run, is the development of an equatorial temperature maximum at roughly 1 Pa. This appears to be
associated with zonal mean descent over the southern tropics between about 0.5 and 5 Pa. This feature is consistent with MCS tem-

perature retrievals for southern summer (shown in McCleese et al.
(2010) and especially Fig. 8 of Heavens et al. (2011)), and appears
to be a dayside feature with no nightside equivalent, strongly suggesting a thermotidal origin.
For the northern winter solstice period, the GM simulation is
also available for comparison. This simulation shows the same features as the HR case, except that the poleward side of the polar
front is even further sharpened, and the presumably tidally moderated mean ﬂow descent at 1–10 Pa in the tropics and above 1 Pa in
the mid and high northern latitudes is intensiﬁed leading to
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stronger local temperature maxima at about 8 Pa and 0°N, and
about 0.3 Pa and 60°N, respectively. Both the vortex wall and the
polar front now exhibit a distinct lower and middle atmosphere
behavior, potentially more consistent with the MCS observations
(Heavens et al., 2011), with a primary westerly jet core maximum
at about 10 Pa, local westerly jet core minima at about 1 Pa, and an

(a)

increasing westerly jet again above this level. Local vortex wall
temperature maxima and minima correspond to the jet speed minima and maxima, respectively.
3.1.2. Southern winter solstice (Ls = 90–120°)
The northern summer atmosphere displays less resolution
dependence than that of southern summer. The major features of
the circulation, including the vertical splitting of the winter jet
and the meridional poleward ﬂow in the winter hemisphere (the

(a)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 3. Zonal mean atmospheric temperatures for the low resolution (LR), standard
resolution (SR) and high resolution (HR) cases averaged over 30° of Ls centered on
the Ls indicated on each panel. Panel (a) shows output from 108 Pa (roughly 17 km
altitude). Panel (b) shows output from 10 Pa (roughly 40 km altitude).

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for the zonally averaged zonal wind.
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 2 except that the rows correspond to the High Resolution Meridional (HRM or High Res. (lat)) and the High Resolution Zonal (HRZ or High Res. (lon)) cases.
See text and Table 2 for details.

seasonal ‘‘mirrors’’ of features that appear in the SR and higher resolution cases for southern summer) are already present in the LR
case for northern summer solstice. The major change with resolution (LR to HR) is focused on the strength and sharpness of the winter polar front and polar vortex wall. As the resolution is increased,
the vortex wall decreases in latitudinal extent (sharpens) and the
temperature maximum at altitudes above about 1 Pa is intensiﬁed
and also more latitudinally conﬁned. The maximum above 1 Pa is
rather detached in the LR case, but forms a near continuous
thermal ‘‘wall’’ by the HR case. This corresponds to an increase in
the polar front temperature maximum and results from an increase
in downward vertical motion along the vortex wall. As with the
southern summer case, there is good argument for at least partial
separation of the circulation at altitudes above about 5 Pa from
that below (as argued from MCS data by Heavens et al. (2011)).
It should be noted that none of the simulations are able to reproduce the magnitude of the upper level temperature maximum over
the winter pole (MarsWRF is cooler than observed by about 10 K)
or the full penetration of the maximum directly over the geographical pole. These problems are apparently common to all current
grid-point models (McCleese et al., 2008), though it should be
noted that the HR is substantially closer to observations than the
LR case.
3.1.3. Northern autumnal equinox (Ls = 180–210°)
The northern autumnal equinox shows little resolution sensitivity at altitudes below about 1 Pa. Above this level, the circulation
involves mean upwelling over the equator and mean descent over
the poles. As the resolution is increased, the location of the downwelling shifts poleward and intensiﬁes. Over the southern pole,
this corresponds to higher temperatures in a relatively broad depth
range centered at about 1 Pa (and directly over the geographic

pole). Over the northern pole, the polar temperature maximum is
not only increased with increasing resolution, but the maximum
is pushed signiﬁcantly poleward, bringing peak temperatures from
about 60°N for the LR case to directly over the pole for the HR case.
The temperature pattern derived from the HR simulation is in
much better agreement with MCS observations than the LR case,
although peak temperatures at these levels remain over 10 K cooler than observed (McCleese et al., 2010).
3.2. Changes in the polar front and polar vortex
The changes in the polar front and vortex with resolution can be
better quantiﬁed by examining the full seasonal evolution of the
zonal mean temperatures and zonal mean winds on selected isobaric levels. Figs. 2 and 3 show these values as a function of latitude for 12 seasonal windows, for all the model resolution cases
examined, and at 10 Pa and 108 Pa.
Considering the lower atmosphere ﬁrst (108 Pa, roughly 17 km),
the temperature structure in the tropics and summer hemispheres
(Fig. 3a) varies little with resolution (as was also apparent in the
zonal mean sections, Fig. 2). In the winter hemisphere, only the
LR case performs consistently differently from the other cases,
showing a weaker extra-tropical temperature gradient. While this
is obvious in the southern winter, it is a much larger effect in
northern winter. At equinox, both poles show a weaker temperature gradient in the LR case.
Via the thermal wind relationship, the weaker winter polar
temperature gradients in the LR case manifest as weaker and
slightly equatorward-displaced westerly jet peaks (Fig. 4a). In
northern winter, the jet speed at 108 Pa can differ by up to 20 m/
s between the LR and HR cases in the seasonal mean. Interestingly,
while the subtle differences in the temperature structure in the
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winter poles was harder to discern between the SR and HR case,
the jet structure shows a more continuous progression from weaker and more equatorward to stronger and more poleward jet peaks
as the resolution increases from LR to SR to HR cases.
In the middle atmosphere (10 Pa, roughly 42 km), there is
somewhat more variation in temperatures between resolution
cases as compared to the lower atmosphere (Fig. 3b), in all cases
with a monotonic trend (e.g., if a temperature is lower at a point
in the SR case compared to the LR case, it will be even lower in
the HR case). At equinox, the temperature maximum moves to
higher latitudes as the resolution increases, while the temperatures right at the pole tend to be similar or decrease, thus the HR
case shows a stronger gradient right at the pole. Again, this is reﬂected in the winds via the thermal wind relation, with stronger
polar jets with increasing resolution (Fig. 4b).
From mid northern spring to mid northern summer (Ls = 30–
120°), early southern spring (Ls = 210°), and mid southern summer
(Ls = 300–330°), but not southern summer solstice (Ls = 270°), the
HR case shows a temperature maximum at the equator at the
10 Pa level. The other cases show a minimum at this level. This
maximum appears to be associated with daytime adiabatic heating
of air descending into the concentrated poleward meridional jet
(discussed in Section 3.1). The maximum does not appear at south-

ern solstice because at this season the descent into this poleward
jet occurs at levels above 10 Pa.
At winter mid latitudes and high latitudes at southern summer solstice at upper levels, high temperatures are pressed further inwards towards the pole but with lower peak
temperatures. For Ls = 240°, the peak temperatures are about
190 K for the LR case, but roughly 175 K for the HR case, displaced poleward by about 10° of latitude in the HR case. The
temperature trend is opposite that seen at the winter pole at
northern summer solstice, where peak temperatures both
increase and move poleward. A possibility for the difference in
behavior with resolution increase is that while in the northern
summer, the winter circulation simply seems to intensify, in
southern summer the winter hemisphere circulation undergoes
the transition from ‘single’ to ‘double’ poleward jets as the resolution is increased (Section 3.1). An increasing fraction of the
poleward and descending motion occurs below 10 Pa and consequently results in a temperature decrease with increased spatial
resolution. Despite the decreasing trend of peak temperatures at
10 Pa, the winter jet strength is seen to increase with resolution
at both solstices, with an almost 40 m/s difference between the
LR and HR cases at Ls = 240°. This is likely the effect of integrating
stronger temperature gradients at lower levels in the HR case.

Fig. 6. Surface winds and surface wind stresses for northern winter solstice. Surface winds are indicated by arrows where the direction and magnitude represent the modeled
horizontal wind vector (left panels). The surface winds for the higher resolution cases are only shown at the LR case grid point spacing for purposes of ﬁgure readability, and
their values have been interpolated to the LR grid point locations. The total wind stress in Pa is indicated in the right hand panels. The standard resolution (SR – top row), high
resolution (HR – middle row), and global mesoscale (GM – bottom row) cases are shown. The output have been averaged over one martian day.
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gest the importance of an extra poleward grid point in the HRM
and HR cases versus the SR and HRZ cases.

4. Frontal versus wave resolution study
The changes in the strength and location of the polar front and
corresponding polar jet with resolution could plausibly be related
to either model resolution of the polar front or the model resolution of waves (or both). The former is plausible because the thermal gradient at the polar front is sufﬁciently sharp that the
lower model resolutions may simply not resolve it. The latter is
plausible as higher frequency waves and/or instabilities that are
unresolved in the lower resolution cases may have a signiﬁcant impact on the zonal mean circulation at higher resolutions (and
hence possibly in the real atmosphere). A simple test to elucidate
the qualitative relative importance of these distinct (and potentially interconnected) aspects of resolution can be performed by
constructing hybrid standard/high resolution cases in which either
the meridional resolution or the zonal resolution has been doubled
from the SR case (the HRM and HRZ cases, respectively). With the
High Resolution Meridional (HRM) case, we enable better resolution of the polar jet and thermal gradient while retaining the SR
case zonal resolution of eddies. With the High Resolution Zonal
(HRZ) case, we enable better zonal resolution of eddies while
retaining the SR case resolution of meridional gradients. Zonal
mean results from these cases are shown in Fig. 5.
Comparing the zonal wind structure at Ls = 270° from the SR and
HR cases (Fig. 2) with the HRM and HRZ case (Fig. 5), we note that the
majority of the large-scale changes between the SR and HR cases can
be explained by changing the zonal resolution alone. The HRZ case
looks very similar to the HR case, suggesting that the zonal resolution
of eddies is crucial to the generation of the increased ‘‘pinching’’ of
the polar jet and the corresponding increased vertical conﬁnement
of mid-latitude meridional jets at 10 Pa and above 0.1 Pa (as produced between the SR and HR cases, see Section 3.1.1). By contrast,
the HRM case looks very similar to the SR case, which suggests that
the increased meridional resolution of this case does not signiﬁcantly
change the simulated circulation at this season. In fact, the only
noticeable change from SR to HRM is a very mild increase in the polar
jet core temperature maximum near 1 Pa that seems to result from
slightly stronger downwelling with better meridional resolution.
In southern winter, the SR and HR cases were only marginally
different, and this lack of signiﬁcant change with resolution is also
attested in the HRM and HRZ cases. There is arguably a slight
meridional tightening of the polar vortex wall expressed in the
HRZ case and not in the HRM case, suggesting a very marginal role
of higher frequency eddies. Otherwise the southern winter is
rather insensitive to resolution.
At northern autumnal equinox, the SR to HR transition was primarily marked by the extension of the northern polar temperature
maximum to directly over the pole just above 1 Pa (Section 3.1.3).
Fig. 5 hints that this transition may primarily be associated with
higher meridional resolution (HRM displaying more of the polar
connection of the temperature maximum than HRZ). This may sug-

5. The impact of resolution on surface winds, surface wind
stresses, and dust lifting
Much of the motivation for higher resolution simulations of the
martian atmosphere is provided by the desire to better capture
topographic forcing. The relatively thin atmosphere and large topographic range yield a greater inﬂuence of local up-slope/downslope, sea breeze, and topographic deﬂection on near-surface
winds for Mars than for Earth (e.g. Burk, 1976; Siili et al., 1999;
Rafkin et al., 2001; Toigo and Richardson, 2002; Tyler et al.,
2002). While the large-scale surface wind structure is broadly deﬁned by the propagation of global thermal tides and the separation
between trade/monsoonal winds (i.e., the surface manifestation of
the ‘‘Hadley’’ or tropical mean overturning circulation) at low latitudes and winter westerlies at high latitudes (e.g., Greeley et al.,
1993), large scale topography imposes steady zonal structure
through the generation of ‘‘gyres’’ with strong boundary currents
(Joshi et al., 1995), with higher resolution yielding additional and
substantial deviations from the mean (e.g., see Fig. 6).
For simulation of local-scale phenomena, such as dune-forming
winds and dust devils, and lander wind measurements, it has long
been recognized that higher resolution, in the form of mesoscale
simulations, is desirable (e.g. Rafkin et al., 2001; Toigo and Richardson, 2002; Toigo et al., 2003; Fenton et al., 2005). What has been
less clear is whether resolution of smaller-scale aspects of the circulation is of consequence for the large-scale circulation. In the
prior sections we examined this question from the perspective of
the zonal mean thermal and wind structure. Here, we focus on
the impact of model resolution on surface winds and dust lifting.
For example, do lower-resolution models provide a statistically
useful representation of the dust lifting predicted in higher resolution models, or indeed that occurs on Mars itself?
5.1. Surface winds and stresses at southern summer solstice
As a ﬁrst examination of surface wind stresses and dust lifting
variations with model resolution, we show diurnally averaged surface winds and stresses at southern summer solstice for the SR, HR,
and GM cases in Fig. 6. For clarity, we have not included the LR
case, as it is very similar to the SR case in most respects. This
day is typical of surrounding days, and although the pattern of dust
lifting varies with season, the basic results are representative of
other times of year. Overall there are strong similarities in the spatial distribution of high wind stress between the three cases. The
SR case is very similar to a spatial average of either the HR or
GM cases, the only signiﬁcant differences being in the high northern (winter) latitudes where the timing of the passage of low-pressure storm systems causes case-to-case differences (this is purely

Table 3
Variation of global dust lifting quantities for two model resolutions, eight dust lifting stress thresholds, and for both the Fryberger (1979) and White (1979) method of dust ﬂux
estimation (see text). Units of lifting are arbitrary, but identical for the two runs and eight thresholds. Note that in the ﬁrst row, corresponding to zero threshold, the lifting ﬂux
reduces to a cubic dependence on the drag velocity and is hence identical regardless of which method is used.
Threshold stress
(N m2)

SR case; Fryberger
method

HR case; Fryberger
method

Ratio of HR to SR
(Fryberger)

SR case; White
method

HR case; White
method

Ratio of HR to SR
(White)

0
0.007
0.014
0.021
0.028
0.035
0.042
0.049

5450
1250
389
120
37.1
11.4
3.43
1.02

5330
1240
396
131
45.7
16.5
6.09
2.35

0.98
0.99
1.02
1.09
1.23
1.45
1.78
2.30

5450
3340
1190
392
126
40.2
12.3
3.72

5330
3280
1200
423
153
56.7
21.3
8.36

0.98
0.98
1.01
1.08
1.21
1.41
1.73
2.25
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an artifact of our using a single daily average from each case). The
location and magnitude of peak stresses north of Hellas (20–30°S,
50–100°E), in the southern summer ITCZ (the intertropical convergence zone, i.e., the surface-level location of convergence and
upwelling in the tropical mean overturning circulation) (15°S–
5°N, 60–30°W), near the Tharsis and Elysium volcanoes (0–50°N,
150–110°W; 20–35°N, 140–160°E), and at locations along the
dichotomy boundary are very similar in all three simulations. In
general, the low-resolution pattern of stress is similar whether
we average the high-resolution wind stresses or whether we simulate the stresses resulting from low-resolution topography.
The detail that emerges in the transition from the SR to GM
cases is correlated with topography (cf. Figs. 1 and 6). Although
this may seem obvious, terrestrial experience has shown that
variations in wind stresses can be associated with small-scale
effects such as thermal and albedo contrasts, or the random
distribution of storms and convective systems (seen to some
extent here at high northern latitudes). However, as suggested
by prior mesoscale simulations of Mars, the effect of topography is dominant. Emerging clearly in the surface wind stress
patterns in the GM case are resolution-limited topographic features (cf. Figs. 1 and 6) such as: the walls of Valles Marineris
(0–20°S, 100–30°W), the Thaumasia Highlands (the extended
ridge south of Solis Planum, 30–45°S, 110–60°W), the Argyre
basin (45–60°S, 60–30°W), numerous individual craters
(Lomonosov, 65°N, 9°W, and Mie, 48°N, 140°E, craters are easily
identiﬁed in the northern plains), and the detailed lower
reaches of Elysium Mons.
5.2. Dust lifting
GCMs parameterize many atmospheric processes happening at
scales less than the grid point resolution. But certain processes
are more sensitive to the resolution chosen, in particular those that
are non-linear and those that involve threshold effects, as both of
these are more sensitive to the atmospheric state predicted at a
given point. Dust lifting is a process that exhibits both traits.
Estimates of the dust ﬂux injected via saltation of sand particles
typically depend non-linearly on the near-surface wind, with a
roughly cubic dependence on the drag velocity (a function of the
surface wind stress) at the surface. In addition, injection only
occurs when the surface wind stress exceeds a threshold value to
initially mobilize the sand particles.
While it is known that GCM dust lifting schemes need to be ‘‘retuned’’ as resolution is increased, the effects of model resolution on
dust lifting have not been explicitly examined. Hence in this study,
we present the ﬁrst quantitative look at how simulations of dust
lifting would vary with resolution and the threshold value for
saltation.
Table 3 shows the global dust lifting quantity for a martian year
for the SR and HR cases, for eight different values of the saltation
threshold, and as calculated with the Fryberger (1979) and White
(1979) formulations. The Fryberger (1979) formulation can be
written as:



u
Dust lifted / qðu Þ3 1  thresh
Dt
u

while the White (1979) formulation can be written as:




u
uthresh 2
1
þ
Dust lifted / qðu Þ3 1  thresh
Dt
u
u
where q is near-surface air density, Dt is timestep, u is drag velocity, and uthresh is the threshold drag velocity, which in these experiments is calculated for a series of constant threshold wind stresses,
p
sthresh, via the relationship uthresh ¼ ðsthresh =qÞ. For all values in Table 3, the total amount lifted was summed for an entire Mars year

(following a year of model spin-up) with the instantaneous drag
velocity and density values at each timestep and the above formulations for eight different threshold stress values. Dust accumulations were recorded with sufﬁcient numerical precision to avoid
the round-off errors that could result from adding tiny increments
to a large running total.
The results tabulated in Table 3 show one main effect. For a given method of lifting calculation and for low wind stress thresholds, the lower resolution (SR) and higher resolution (HR) cases
show nearly identical total annual global dust lifting amounts.
However, as the stress threshold is increased, the HR case yields
higher total dust lifting quantities, reaching about 125% more annual lifted dust than in the SR case (i.e., 2.25 times that of the SR
case). Increasing the dust lifting threshold effectively removes
the lower drag velocity contributions to the dust lifting function,
thus increasing the weighting on the higher values. The HR case
better captures the high wind stress tail of the power spectrum
by representing locations of high wind stress due to the resolution
of sharper topographic gradients.
A footnote to this discussion is the minor point that at zero
threshold (as well as the next lowest threshold), the total amount
of dust lifted is actually lower in the HR than the SR case (albeit
only by less than 3%). This very modest excess of dust amount
lifted in the SR case cannot be due to differing resolution of the
same atmospheric state since higher resolution will always yield
identical or higher lofted amounts. In other words, if the SR and
HR cases were merely different discrete samplings of the same continuous atmospheric state, then the HR sampling would be mathematically constrained to always produce equal or greater dust
lifting. For completeness, we include a brief and idealized example
of this in Appendix A. Note that the amount of dust lifted would be
identical only in the unlikely case of there being no wind variance
at scales smaller than the resolution of the SR case (equivalent to
D = 0 in Appendix A). The result for the lowest thresholds in Table 3
therefore tells us that the SR case must generate very slightly higher overall drag velocity magnitudes than the HR case. The small
reduction in total amount of dust lifted with resolution was found
to be repeatable over several simulations. It is not immediately
obvious why the total amount of dust lifted is reduced with increased resolution, and this suggests a topic to be examined in
more detail in future work.

6. Summary and conclusions
The purpose of this study was to provide an initial survey of the
impact of horizontal resolution on the simulation of the martian
global atmosphere and climate. Typically, global models have
tended to use 5–10° meridional resolution, and while limited area
models (e.g., mesoscale or large eddy simulations) have been used
on scales all the way down to meters, the effects of resolution on
the global circulation and large-scale dust lifting have not been
summarized.
The primary ﬁndings are:
1. The general circulation, as deﬁned by the gross-scale representation of jets and the mean overturning circulation, are
qualitatively well simulated at lower resolution. In most
aspects, the structure of the general circulation does not
change signiﬁcantly with the factor of 15 (linear) increase
in resolution examined here, with the exception of the
details discussed below.
2. The structure and magnitude of the northern polar winter jet
changes signiﬁcantly between our LR and HR cases (and consistently with increased resolution). While represented as a
single, reasonably smooth jet present throughout most of
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

the atmosphere at low tesolution, the jet is seen to ‘‘split’’
vertically as resolution is increased. Speciﬁcally, the jet
shows greater latitudinal extent and weakening of peak
speeds in the lower atmosphere (between the surface and
roughly 10 Pa) and in the middle atmosphere (between 10
and 0.1 Pa), with a distinct narrowing of the jet at 10 Pa
and above 0.1 Pa.
The splitting of the northern polar winter jet is coincident
with the development of two distinct meridional jets
between the equator and roughly 45° (at 10 Pa) and from
roughly pole-to-pole at upper levels. These jets can be visualized as the upper level branches of lower atmosphere
(‘‘Hadley’’) and middle atmosphere mean overturning
circulations.
There is a hemispheric asymmetry in the sensitivity of the
winter polar circulation to resolution, with the southern
polar winter atmosphere exhibiting the split structure at
all resolutions considered.
The hemispheric asymmetry of resolution sensitivity is also
present in the equinoctial atmosphere, where the thermal
maximum deﬁning the northern polar front extends much
more completely to the pole as the resolution is increased.
Increasing model resolution improves the simulation of the
northern polar atmosphere, as revealed by Mars Climate
Sounder retrievals, at both northern winter solstice and at
equinox.
The relative insensitivity of the southern winter polar jets to
resolution suggests that model resolution may not be a key
factor for improving model simulations of argon conﬁnement
(Sprague et al., 2004; Lian et al., 2012), at least from the perspective of simulation of the atmospheric dynamics (as
opposed to tracer transport, which is not considered here).
The variation of the northern polar vortex structure with
resolution appears to be primarily sensitive to zonal resolution and thus to the representation of waves (and hence
wave-mean ﬂow interactions) rather than the resolution of
the polar front (meridional) gradient.
Our results suggest that modeling studies of northern
autumn and winter eddies (waves and storms) should take
into account the resolution sensitivity of the background
wind and thermal structure. For example, mesoscale models
of cyclogenesis embedded in low resolution GCM simulations will not be exposed to the same mean background
structure as a global mesoscale model. On the other hand,
this is not signiﬁcantly the case in the south.
The time-average near-surface wind patterns on a large
scale are not particularly sensitive to resolution (i.e., no
major reconﬁguration of the surface wind ﬁeld occurs as a
result of increasing resolution).
The vast majority of changes in surface wind stress patterns
with increased resolution can be considered as the linear superposition of large-scale wind patterns and local scale circulations
due to topography (e.g., craters, volcanoes, canyons, etc.).
Predictions of dust emission as a function of resolution show
insensitivity to resolution in the absence of a stress threshold for lifting, but show a signiﬁcant increase with increased
resolution as the threshold is increased. At higher resolution,
the model captures and simulates more topography-driven
small-scale circulations with an associated increase of upper
range of wind speeds and peak wind stresses. Thus as the
threshold increases toward the tail of the spectrum, only
the higher resolution simulations contain wind stresses sufﬁciently high to produce lifting. Combined with the roughly
cubic dependence on drag velocity, this produces far more
dust lifting in the higher resolution simulations as the
threshold is increased.

13. If these simulations were repeated including the radiative
effects of suspended dust, the predominantly positive feedbacks on further lifting seen in those types of experiments
(e.g., Newman et al. (2002)) leads us to believe that an even
greater bias toward increased lifting at increased resolution
for high threshold stresses would be seen.
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Appendix A
In the limiting case of no lifting threshold, both lifted dust ﬂux
formulations (Fryberger, 1979; White, 1979) reduce to a linear
dependence on density and time interval and a cubic dependence
on the drag velocity, and consequently the ﬁrst row of results in
Table 3 are identical for the two methods. The tendency for the
lower resolution model to predict more dust lifting than the higher
resolution case is the opposite of what one would expect purely
due to resolution of an otherwise identical atmospheric state. It
is easy to show that the higher resolution case ought to predict
more lifting, as follows. Consider two different representations of
the same total area (A): one represents the area with a single grid
box (and hence a single representative drag velocity for the whole
area) while the other resolves the area with two equally sized
boxes (and hence two drag velocity values contributing with equal
weighting to the lifting). We assume the air density and the time
increment considered in both cases are equal. If we also assume
that the two grids are representing the same true system state,
merely sampling it at different levels of resolution, then the lifting
quantity in the lower resolution domain, Llow, is effectively that
resulting from the average of the drag velocities in the higher resolution domain:

Llow / Aqðuav g Þ3 Dt ¼ Aq

 
3
u1 þ u2
Dt
2

The lifting quantity summed over the higher resolution domain,
Lhigh, is the sum of the lifting over the two higher resolution boxes:

Lhigh /

Aq 3
ðu þ u3
2 Þ Dt
2 1

If the drag velocity is uniform across the area (A) considered in
both cases, then Llow = Lhigh. If instead there is a variation in drag
velocity across the domain, then this will not be the case. The simplest example is one where:

u1 ¼ u þ du

and u2 ¼ u  du ;

which ensures that the domain mean remains the same as the prior
example. Then we ﬁnd that:

Llow / Aqu3 Dt

and Lhigh / Aqu3 Dt þ 3Aqu du2 Dt

¼ Llow þ 3Aqu du2 Dt
This merely illustrates the fact that since the lifting rate function is cubic in drag velocity, the function tends to put greater
weight on being able to resolve higher peak drag velocities within
the domain. It should be noted that while we have shown a highly
simpliﬁed example for clarity, the result is completely general.
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